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the film was released on december 13, 2017, and it did not do well at the box office. the film became a cult film in 2017, and at the time of its release, it was the most successful film of all time in terms of international box office, grossing $16.7
million. since then, it has been the second most successful film in terms of box office, after black panther. werewolves within is the first film to enter the top 10 box office of all time; it is currently ranked 8th. this is a horror film, so you might expect

something gloomy, but werewolves within is a gentle comedy horror film. the atmosphere is light, and the tone is humorous. it feels like the director josh ruben wanted the film to be a good-natured comedy with werewolves. even without the
performance of a hollywood star, werewolves within works very well. werewolves within is the first film from director josh ruben, a graduate of the american university of the east. while his films might not have been successful, ruben is an excellent

director. his works are not only good, but also very eye-catching, especially his aesthetic style. werewolves within is a good example of a horror film with a light tone, but it is also very funny. this film was a box office success, grossing over $69
million worldwide and becoming the highest-grossing horror-comedy film of all time. it received generally good reviews from critics and audiences alike. sam richardson's performance in the lead role was lauded, and milana vayntrub received a lot of
praise for her performance as a supporting character. many viewers also praised the performances of the supporting characters. the original soundtrack was also well received. the film was nominated for the best horror and action comedy category

at the 2019 independent spirit awards, where it won the audience award. the film received several nominations at the 32nd guldbagge awards and 16th göteborg film festival, but it lost to both worlds and the end of the party.
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